HWL EBSWORTH LAWYERS PROUD SPONSOR OF THE
29TH ANNUAL CREDIT LAW CONFERENCE GALA DINNER
HWL Ebsworth is a national, full service commercial law firm with fully integrated offices in every Australian State and
Territory. We operate a different business model from the other leading national law practices, allowing us to offer rates
which are significantly lower than our competitors without compromising quality and service. HWL Ebsworth is the
largest legal partnership in Australia according to the most recent partnership surveys published by The Australian and the
Australian Financial Review. The firm currently comprises 1,353 staff including 263 Partners, 727 other legal staff and 363
support staff across offices in nine locations: Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Darwin, Hobart, Melbourne, Norwest (North
West Sydney), Perth and Sydney.

OUR RETAIL FINANCIAL SERVICES SPECIALISTS
HWL Ebsworth offers Australia’s largest team of senior legal financial services specialists dedicated to providing advice on
credit and liability products and payment systems.
Our team’s broad perspective of products and financial services regulation is derived from our role as advisers to Australia’s
largest banks, the world’s largest e-commerce companies, global card and payment platforms and the largest finance
companies. We have assisted innovative start-ups to overcome regulatory challenges and rapidly compete with established
institutions, and have guided substantial and established institutions to enter the financial services market.
In the context of a sector which is well serviced by experienced and specialised in-house legal teams, HWL Ebsworth has the
unique ability to add value through the unequalled depth and experience of its senior advisers.
Examples of our team members’ market leading experience include:
▪▪ assisting clients to develop some of Australia’s most prominent white labelled programs, loyalty programs and distribution
alliances for a diverse range of products and services;
▪▪ advising on a diverse range of innovative and ‘first to market’ products including peer to peer lending, multi-currency
prepaid functionality for airline reward members, Australia’s first paperless loan contract and Australia’s first scheme
prepaid NFC facility to be integrated into mobile phones;
▪▪ assisting in the management and resolution of systemic compliance concerns including through a wide range of innovative
solutions ranging from legislative change, test cases, pre-emptive settlements with regulators and no-action relief;
▪▪ securing industry-wide licensing exemptions and product specific regulatory relief; and
▪▪ assisting in document intensive projects affecting retail banking products including for portfolio acquisitions, regulatory
change and organisational restructure.
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION OFFERING
Working across a number of banking products (including mortgages, unsecured loans, debtor finance and equipment
finance), HWL Ebsworth Lawyers has a depth of experience in lending and non-lending loss recoveries and litigation, driven
by a national team of Partners. We act for a wide range of lenders in managing their securities enforcement portfolios and
handling large volume retail recoveries spanning from simple to complex loan structures, secured to unsecured debts.
Our team is also experienced at managing high volumes of defaults in the retail space whilst always ensuring that our
attendances are responsive and accurate. We are conscious that enforcing a lender’s rights is often a sensitive task and must
be undertaken in a way that respects the rights of the debtor, thus minimising reputational risk to the lender.
HWL Ebsworth’s national team regularly advises on all matters relating to securities enforcement, including:
▪▪ enforcing securities without the need to obtain a court order;
▪▪ assessing and responding appropriately to allegations of unconscionability, breach of the Australian Consumer Law,
National Credit Code or securities fraud; and
▪▪ preparing submissions and advising generally on how to best achieve resolution in disputes referred to AFCA.
We acknowledge the reputational and financial exposure that often accompanies these matters and understand the need to
manage this appropriately. The depth of experience within our team means we are able to provide strategic advice on files
across the life of the matter, delivering outcomes to match your customer management strategy and that give you cost and
time certainty. Partners are involved on all files for the entirety of each matter, ensuring optimal outcomes for you without
duplication or extra cost. For larger volumes of matters, we offer our clients assistance with the management of their debt
portfolio via our tailored extranet to make reporting requirements efficient and simplified whilst also providing live reporting
on the status of all files.
Our services have assisted our clients in reducing the time and spend related to the collection of debts and recovery of assets.
We are focused on working with our clients to improve their internal procedures and efficiencies and navigating the constant
changes in law and procedures that affect your business.
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